Bending glasses with folding temples
Bending 90° left
ATTENTION!
Remove stick before bending!
Bending 90° left
Bending 90° right
Continue bending as in manual part 1
Continue bending as in manual part 1
Last step: Bending 90° left
Remove the frame
Use hand bending device as in part 2: bending lenses and nose
Use the right 5 mm hole
ATTENTION!
Remove stick before bending!
Bending 90° right
Pull the frame out
Use the left 5 mm hole
ATTENTION!
Remove stick before bending!

Bending 90° left
Pull the frame out
Continue as in part 2
The shrinking tube
Take half a piece of wire
Bending up one end
Bending up the other end
Loop bending device fixed with clamps
First temple: Turn around anticlockwise
Second temple: Turn around clockwise
The two loops
Bending temple
90° to loop
Use second 4 mm hole
ATTENTION!
Remove stick before bending!
Bending more than 90° left
Use third 4 mm hole
ATTENTION!
Remove stick before bending!
Bending more than 90° right
Cutting loop
The beads
Bending the ends as in part 2